
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SANTA CRUZ ACADEMIC SENATE 
 

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATIONAL POLICY 
MINUTES 

Wednesday, October 21, 2015 
11 am-1:30 p.m., Kerr Hall, Room 307 

 

Present: Doris Ash, Faye Crosby, Matt Guthaus, Erica Halk (NTSF Rep.), Dee Hibbert-Jones, , Sean 
Keilen, (Provost Rep.), Tonya Ritola, Vanessa Sadsad (SUA Rep.), Tchad Sanger (Registrar, ex-officio), 
Felicity Schaeffer, John Tamkun, (Chair), Susanna Wrangell (staff). 
 
Absent: Seamus Howard (SUA Rep.). 
 
Guests: VPDUE Hughey and Associate Registrar Claxton. 
 
Executive Session 
I. Proposal for Legislative Changes to CEP’s Charge 
 
II. Announcements 
Members were reminded of the Senate Orientation on the 29th of October at the University Center. 
Last year CEP approved the Multilingual Curriculum Proposal.  Some college courses needed to be 
approved during the summer and authority was delegated to specific members, but there was not time to 
confirm if the courses would satisfy the college Core course graduation requirement.. The following 
Colleges have confirmed that these courses will satisfy the requirement: Colleges 9 & 10, Kresge, 
Merrill and Porter. The Provost Representative will send the documentation to the Senate Analyst and 
the Associate Registrar. 
 
Chair Tamkun gave a brief update on CLEP exams for UC credit which UCEP is currently exploring 
and the meeting of the Student Success Steering Committee. 

 
VPDUE Hughey gave an update on the success of the WASC exit meeting; there will be a final report 
that will include conditions for UCSC to consider in the future. 
 
Approval of Minutes: September 30 and October 07, 2015 were deferred to next week. 
 
Approval of Draft CEP response to EEB Closure meeting for External Review was approved. 
 
III. CEP Consideration for Reviewing Changes in Writing for C1, C2, and Core 
Chair Tamkun has requested committee support for lower division writing curriculum changes as part of 
the committee’s pro-active agenda. Members are in support of needed changes and will work with the 
Writing Program and Colleges to provide feedback on any policy issues or changes that may need to be 
revised.  CEP will look to the Writing Program to provide outcomes associated with C1 and C2.   The 
Provost Representative informed members the college provosts are currently working on this issue as 
well.  
 
IV. External Review: Stage 1 Community Studies 
Founded in 1969 as the first interdisciplinary major on campus and established as one of a kind in the 
UC System in 2013, CMMU has continued to distinguish itself as a first-rate program, despite major  
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fiscal uncertainty and institutional setbacks for securing sustainable resources. Overall, committee 
members were impressed by CMMU’s ability to maintain both cohesion and academic rigor in order to 
support students’ explorations of the connections among public health, economics, the social sciences, 
and social justice activism. Of particular note is CMMU’s curricular maturity: the program has 
developed clear mentoring protocols, workshops, and professional development activities designed to 
increase students’ intellectual engagement in field study, directly in response to previous external 
reviews. The self-study confirms that the program has worked considerably hard to provide a cohesive, 
well-organized major that allows students to move among various topical lines of academic inquiry 
while also committing fully to a core set of courses that frame their educational experiences. 
  
CEP members are not concerned with the quality of the CMMU major, but instead with the institutional 
structure of the major and the increasing need to find a centralized location. The CMMU major is 
growing slowly and is maintaining high academic and social justice standards. Members would like the 
IRC to make note of the following improvements: 
  

● The undergraduate curriculum and assessment data confirm a successful academic trajectory and 
highly beneficial fieldwork, as well as success at meeting the PLOs; students have demonstrated 
improvement over time and have maintained academic rigor; and 

● As per UCUES data, students reported that the six-month field study, while successful in its core 
goals, did present challenges concerning writing and presentation preparation; to respond to 
students’ concerns, the program re-designed its Disciplinary Communication courses to meet the 
needs of the students. 

  
Despite these achievements, we are concerned with the program’s ability to maintain this level of 
excellence given the constraints CMMU faces. 
  
As a result, the CEP wishes to pose the following questions, all of which center on the structural stability 
of such a program at UCSC: 
  
1.     Is it possible to find a centralized administrative home for this exceptional major? 
  
2.      Currently, the CMMU Program Director, lecturers, and staff are compensated in creative alternative 
ways, for example, through summer session fees and course buy-outs. As the program grows, we see the 
need for sustained, support from the University. EVC Galloway’s three-year funding plan seems to have 
demonstrated that a regularized foundation works. Will the university commit to securing permanence 
for this major? 
  
3.   To augment its access to resources and to secure a stable structure, can CMMU work with the 
University Development Office to receive external endowments? 
  
4.      Given the temporary nature of the program, how will structural stability be achieved so that students 
continue to have access to a top-notch curriculum that advances UCSC’s commitment to student 
success, interdisciplinarity, and undergraduate research? 
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V. External Review: Stage 1 Feminist Studies 
The Committee on Educational Policy (CEP) has reviewed the materials relevant to the external review 
of the Feminist Studies Department. The Feminist Studies Department has a long tradition on the UCSC 
campus.  In 1974 UCSC was one of the first American universities to institute a Women’s Studies 
Program (which 18 years later was morphed into a Department).  Then in 2005, UCSC was again at the 
head of the parade, changing the Women Studies Department into the Feminist Studies Department.  
The shift signals a fundamental epistemological change.  As might be expected, scholars teaching in and 
associated with the Feminist Studies Department have long been at the forefront of feminist research.  
Around the world, UCSC is famous for the work of Angela Davis, Bettina Aptheker, Donna Haraway, 
and numerous others. Against the backdrop of a glorious past are some recent developments that are 
troubling. CEP would like for the following questions to be added to the external review committee 
charge letter: 
 

1) The staff have a heavy workload issue advising for two majors: Feminist Studies, Critical 
Race and Ethnic Studies (CRES), and the possible addition of the History of Consciousness 
minor.  Is the level of staffing for the undergraduate coordinator appropriate for a major of this 
size?  Could the reviewers please comment on the amount of time students are given with their 
advisers for course planning? Are there alternate organizations of the advising staff that could 
better facilitate the department and its students? 
 

2)  Given that the department has met its stated build out size, can the ERC reviewers 
comment on the ability of current faculty to support the under graduate program in the future 
with current faculty? In particular, the self-study discusses insufficient coverage of certain areas 
within Feminist Studies. How can this be fixed? 
 
3)  As Feminist Studies faculty are teaching across departments with CRES faculty, how has 
this affected the course offerings and what benefits derive from the cross-departmental links for 
undergraduate education? 
 
4)    Based on information provided by the UCUES survey of undergraduate students, 
satisfaction with course quality has dropped. Was this due to large size of classes size offering 
courses without sections, limited TA support or other issues? Students also expressed some 
dissatisfaction with the limited research opportunities with faculty, are there future plans to 
address these issues? 
 
5)  As noted by UCUES, students’ satisfaction with TA instruction declined from 79% in 
2010 to 62% in 2014.  The self-study suggests this decrease is related to an increase in TA to 
student rations. Further, the department has increased its number of TAs to 20 (up from 16) for 
the 2015 – 16 academic year. Can the ERC examine these changes and offer recommendations 
for whether or not the department offers adequate training for TAs who work directly with 
undergraduate students? 

 
VI. Course Approval Calendar Late Deadline Change 
Traditionally, the late submission date for fall courses has traditionally been in August. As processes 
have changed over time, this due date does not serve the student population or committee membership.  
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Members unanimously agreed to change this date to May 31 each spring.  The late calendar date change 
and the new undergraduate supplemental form link will be added to the faculty memo on the grading 
option of C-. 
 
VII. Course Approval Process Follow Up: 
ENVS 125 was approved as a UCOE online course. 
Math 23A was approved as a UCOE online course. 
THEA 167 was approved for the CC requirement. 
POLI 101 members have questions and concerns which will be sent to the department contact. 
 
 
Committee on Educational Policy, 2015 - 16 


